Hi James and Jenni,

I've followed up with the IT team and Kelly to get questions answered and for further planning.

Per Kelly we will receive the entire package including the dashboard, everything during the 4 week period for Spring and Fall terms. The monitors can do a split screen and can be duplicated between screens or have different queues showing.

Equipment wise - We will need a TV and connection hardware at each location. The connection hardware can be either a small self provided computer or we can purchase their Qstick. The Qstick is a us plugg in that in wifi and Ethernet (wired) capable. The price of the Qstick is $999. They really want to get this contract so they will sell it for their cost of $499. I do recommend going with the Qstick as it will no require management by the IT staff and will come per-configured.

We will also need a small computer at each place you would want to be the 'kiosk' place. Do you know where these would go and is there counter space for them? How many are needed?

In addition to the above equipment, there will be costs to placement of the monitors. Depending on where you would like the monitors place, they might need to run Ethernet and power cables and drill for tv supports. Jeff from Media said that his summer schedule for installs is really tight so they will probably need to hire out another company to do the installs. Do you know where the TVs will go? If so can you outline it for me or can we walk around with the IT guys to get their best estimate on amount of work needed for the installs?

She said the implementation can be as short as 4 weeks. The first couple of weeks will be Qless contacting the departments to discuss their queue setup. IT will only be needed for installs.

Attached is a new quote from Kelly for 6 Qsticks.

If there are still questions outstanding - let me know.

Thanks,

-Mindy

--
Mindy Jasperson
YCCD Project Manager
jaspersonm@yosemite.edu
209-575-6939

-------------------------------
Ferrilli Senior Business Process Engineer
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